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Abstract
Multiple reflections are generated by waves reflected more than once. Multiple reflections mask
primary reflections. Thus it is a very important process to attenuate or removes multiples from stack
data. In this study, First of all, the conventional data processing steps were applied to data by using
“Echos PARADIGM” seismic data processing software package at the Department of Geophysical
Engineering, Istanbul University-Cerrahpaşa. The FK-filtering and the predictive deconvolution
techniques were compared Then techniques were performed on a multichannel seismic profile acquired
offshore Gokova Bay. Predictive deconvolution and F-K filtering have been both successful for
removing multiple reflections. But the stack sections with F-K filtering looks better than the sections
with Predictive deconvolution.
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Introduction
The multiples are occurred by seismic signal repeating same way more than one and repeat itself in the
seismic sections. Multiples occurred by sea floor can create problems especially in the study of marine
seismic studies in the shallow water. The multiples that repeat itself are not created by sea floor, but
also are created by layers under the sea floor. The most common type of multiples is water reverberation
(Fig.1). The correspondent signals are represented by hyperbolas in the t-x domain; they tend to mask
the primary reflections within a stacked section. Due to some multiples have high amplitudes, primary
reflections cannot be seen in the seismic section from the arrival time of multiples. For this reason wave
equation multiple rejections, predictive deconvolution, f-k filtering, T-P transformation can be used to
remove or attenuate multiples from stack data.

Figure.1. The sea floor multiples. S is the seismic source; A1 detects the primary reflection from the
sea floor; A2 to A5 receive the multiple events.
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Methods
In this study, two different pre-stack attenuation techniques were performed on multichannel seismic
data. Firstly, geometry definition, editing, muting, gain correction, CDP sorting, velocity analysis,
NMO corrections, deconvolution, and stacking known as conventional steps were applied to data.
Before applying the f-k filter the first multiple was manually picked as a horizon and saved into the
database for water velocity analysis (Fig.2). Thus the first multiple was determined exactly and
distinguished easily. NMO (Normal Move Out) correction, aimed at aligning all the multiples along the
time axis; an overcorrection is applied to all the events observed above the first multiple by applying a
velocity lower than that of the water. As a result, all the multiples (flattened in the time axis within the
t-x domain), will be placed onto the wavenumber (k) axis within the f-k domain; the primary reflectors
and the seafloor reflection (overcorrected in the t-x domain) will fall within the positive sector of the fk spectrum (Iscan et al., 2015; Loreto et al 2012).

Figure 2. Velocity analysis before f-k filtering (left), after f-k filtering (right).
Deconvolution is a technique that improves the temporal resolution along to time axis (Yılmaz 1987).
While the process with zero-lag spike desired output is called spiking deconvolution, a time-advanced
form of input series desired output suggests a prediction process and is called prediction deconvolution.
Predictive deconvolution generally is used to predict its value at some future time for a given the time
series. It assumes that it is used to suppress seafloor multiple reflections and remove short-period
multiples (most notably from relatively flat, shallow water-bottom). The periodicity of the multiples is
exploited to design a filter that removes the predictable part of the wavelet (multiples), leaving only the
signal (Iscan et al., 2015).
In the T-X domain, linear events cannot be separated from each other, F-K domain allows separating
linear events as dip events. It also allows removing multiples from the data. A multiple is a seismic
signal that has been trapped in the water layer and reflected up and down two or more times, before
being recorded. Multiple removals are essential, since this kind of noise masks the real signal making
difficult the interpretation of real horizons. F-K filtering provides a valuable method to achieve this
result.
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Results
NMO (Normal Move Out) correction, aimed at aligning all the multiples along the time axis; an
overcorrection is applied to all the events observed above the first multiple by applying a velocity lower
than that of the water. As a result, all the multiples (flattened in the time axis within the t-x domain),
will be placed onto the wavenumber (k) axis within the f-k domain; the primary reflectors and the
seafloor reflection (overcorrected in the t-x domain) will fall within the positive sector of the f-k
spectrum (Fig.3). After the f-k filter application, the inverse NMO was applied, using the same velocity
water velocity function, realizing that the multiple signals still to be strong within the section, while the
primaries are under-corrected.

Figure_3. F-K spectrum results.

Figure 4. An example of f-k filtering seafloor multiples attenuation. Before (left) and after (right) applying the
f-k filter..

Deconvolution has been applied according to the following procedure Water bottom (seafloor) picking
on the brute (preliminary) stacked section. The picks have been stored within the database in the CDP
model. With this operation, every CDP is assigned a two-way time corresponding to the seafloor
reflection. Operator length is chosen so as to carefully remove only the multiple reflections and possibly
leave untouched the primaries (Fig. 5).
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Figure 5. An example for attenuating the multiples with predictive deconvolution.

Discussion and Conclusion
The succes of f-k filtering depends on both how well you seperated multiples and primaries on CDP
gathers in velocity domain. And how well you aplied undercorrection to the multiples while the
overcorrection to the primaries . Hence the primary and multiple energy can be seperated into two
different quadrants in the f-k domain. Multiples can be suppressed by zeroing the quadrant
corresponding the multiple energy in the f-k domain.Predictive deconvolution and F-K filtering have
been both successful for removing multiple reflections. But the stack sections with F-K filtering looks
better than the sections with Predictive deconvolution.
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